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Dear Study Abroad Advisors,
I am very happy to be sending you my second fall newsletter as the Uppsala Resident
Director. Time seems to be flying by fast here and without any warning fall has
suddenly arrived in Uppsala. We have been very lucky as most days have been filled
with sunshine, despite the dropping temperatures. The darkness has started to set in
and the days are slowly getting shorter each day. Thanks to the daily sunshine and fall
colors in Uppsala, it helps us to forget that the days are indeed getting shorter as each
day passes.
On Sunday we turned our clocks back one hour so for the time being the sun is up
early in the morning but unfortunately sets quite early in the afternoons. Everywhere
you look, the leaves have begun to change colors and you can see them scattered
throughout the city’s parks and gardens. Seeing all the new colors makes you
appreciate how beautiful Uppsala is and what a special time the autumn can truly be.
Now with every morning, the air is a little bit crisper and it is a reminder to begin to
sip some hot chocolate and light candles and enjoy the cozy atmosphere.
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The change in season has also brought about many different activities here in Uppsala.
Every nation has weekly activities/events that all students are able to participate in
including weekend brunches, trivia nights, film viewings, dances, yoga, concerts and
many more! Two of our students (Ian Karlsson & Benjamin Chalmers) joined a hiking
activity through one of Uppsala’s forest earlier in the month. Additionally, students
have taken advantage of our beautiful weather and visited Sweden’s capital,
Stockholm, and explored the city both by foot and ferry!
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One of the main events that happened here on campus is the International Welcome
Gasque on Saturday October 14, which was open to all international students studying
at Uppsala University. According to Uppsala University, a gasque is “a traditional
dinner, with varying degrees of formality". It is a formal dinner where the men where
suits and ties and the women wear evening or cocktail dresses and the seating is
arranged by a "special calculation". A three course dinner is served followed by songs,
skits and/or performances. After the meal has been served, dessert eaten and toasts
given, "the slap” or after-party can begin as the dance floors open!
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On Sunday October 14, I met the students in Stockholm before we were set to depart
for our tour out to Stockholm's Archipelago. The Stockholm Archipelago has long
been one of my favorite places to visit over the years and I was excited to show the
students another side of Stockholm that most visitors do not usually take the time to
see. Since the peak season is over, we did not have the opportunity to stop on the
different islands and get off or go island hopping (popular in the summer months),
instead we took a three hour boat ride and saw several islands and enjoyed a small
slice of what the archipelago has to offer!
There was a tour guide on board who described everything we were seeing or about to
see so we were sure not to miss anything. We were able to see many islands along the
way as well as all the different summer and year round houses that are located on
many of the islands. Included on our tour was lunch in which we got to sit in our own
private room upstairs on the top floor, overlooking the Baltic Sea. It was a nice and
relaxing way to spend a Sunday afternoon sightseeing, off at sea and taking in the
view! I think we all enjoyed ourselves very much that day!
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Replica of old Viking ship, which can be rented and takes people out on the Baltic Sea.

Small islands out in the archipelago, where people live year round.

Since our wonderful trip out on the archipelago we have started to talk about our next
up and coming excursion to Kiruna. Kiruna is the northernmost city situated in the
province of Lappland in northern Sweden. The students and I will be spending the
weekend of November 9-11 up in Kiruna and we hope to explore the area as well as get
to see the Northern Lights! I look forward to sending you another newsletter in the
coming weeks after our weekend trip.
Please contact me if you would like more information about Uppsala or our program,
TKlundt@ciee.org.
Talia Klundt
Resident Director, Uppsala

